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THE POWER AND EASE OF VIBRATIONAL MEDICINE & HEALING

We have all heard "Everything is Energy"....Everything carries a "Vibration" ... Everything
carries a "Frequency". Our voice, our words, our music, our food, our plants. They all hold and
carry a certain frequency or vibration. Our own physical bodies/energy fields carry a certain
frequency or vibration as well. It is this "vibrational" level which is critical to your own well
being and is what I will be sharing with you in depth today.
As an OMnium healing practitioner, I began to incorporate music/vibration into my work a few
years ago. But this is not just any music. This music is PURE Divine Universal Consciousness
translated into sound. It provides deep cellular healing through PURE high vibration, tones and
frequency as you listen. It is healing, connecting, relaxing, expanding and awakening all at the
same time and in perfect alignment with your Higher Self.
Music From Source™ is created and composed by a dear friend of mine and also an OMnium

healing practitioner from Europe-Frits Evelein. I have found that by using Music From Source™
as a healing "tool," this 45-60 minute "Journey of Sound" will gently allow the release of old
emotions, patterns and trauma to all who listen in a very safe and organic way. This music
"assists" the healing of your entire Body, Mind and Spirit. It also amplifies the practitioner's
techniques to a whole new level―delivering both the client and practitioner a very deep healing
and clearing experience.

By quieting your thoughts and complete body relaxation–you are able to "open up" and begin to
Heal. All you have to do is LISTEN, Relax and Allow!

BIO
With a creative background in art & web design I was fortunate to lead a design team of 16
creative individuals. I left that incredible job 9 years ago―and I have not looked back. No
regrets. After leaving this world of consistency, I began creating art for a few years, and having
Fun! But, there was something deeper calling within me to know and learn more on a Soul level
of Who I Really Am. And so my Journey began.
My amazing spiritual journey has been an ongoing quest, full of discoveries and incredible
experiences that have opened me up to realize my full potential. I have enjoyed traveling the
world, embracing my spiritual training, and cherishing each and every moment. I AM so grateful
to be present at this time...right here...right now with you.
I embarked on numerous healing techniques or "teachings" during this time such as Shambala, Sa
Sekhem Sahu Reiki, Spring Forest QiGong and now, of course, my deep Healing and Mind
Mastery courses through OMnium Universe.
I have been a practitioner of the OMnium Healing Method now for a number of years, having
trained and studied under Caroline Cory. This powerful and safe healing method directly targets
the root cause of your physical or mental pain that is deeply embedded within your conscious,
subconscious and cellular memory. The root cause or current belief system is then "reversed" by
reprogramming your cells with a New belief system using Universal-Source Frequency, intent,
guided meditation, sound, light, geometry, etc.
So, I continue taking classes, expanding my own consciousness and knowledge of the amazing
Universe that we are part of so that I may also share this with You!

